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Welcome and guten Tag:
Despite the close attention many enterprises pay to sustainable management, often there is a gap between words and deeds, between
the challenges faced and the strategy adopted. almost all executives regard compliance with laws and regulations, e.g. with environmental
or social standards, as a matter of course. However, in strategic and operational management, sustainability aspects only play a subordinate
role. So an implementation gap persists between sustainability and actual core business.
Successful companies understand that long-term value creation requires consistently implementing sustainability based on strategic objectives and linking it with the management system and processes at all levels.
Yours,

Monika Frick-becker

MaNagINg IN TUrbUlENT TIMES:
The Gains oF susTainaBle enTrepreneurship

In times of uncertainty, increasing momentum and the rising pressure
to adapt, only organizations with a sustainable business strategy can
survive. It helps executives to recognize the threats and opportunities
ahead and understand how they can safeguard long-term proﬁtability.
by virtue of its many facets and approaches, sustainable management
offers many opportunities to gain competitive advantage.

In times of uncertainty and turbulence, long-term bearings can easily
ﬁnd themselves relegated. attention is concentrated on short-term
success and seizing opportunities. Sustainability strategies are in
danger of becoming a costly communication vehicle for corporations, instead of being perceived as a critical success factor that gives
these enterprises direction in managing risk and the corporate setting. Hence, in too many companies a gap persists between words
and deeds, between the challenges faced and the strategy adopted,
or between sustainability and actual core business. In such areas as
research and product development or marketing and sales, the sustainable management scope for value added is still largely unexploited.
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SUSTaINablE MaNagEMENT:
The Gap BeTween Theory and pracTice

but what does this actually mean? What chances does sustainable
management afford an enterprise beyond its communicative role? at
the heart of what is called sustainable management is the long-term
creativity and effectiveness of an investment. It means building up
and securing viable corporate structures and economic capabilities.
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European economies are struggling to gather strength as governments from Italy to Spain step up budget cuts to ﬁght the debt crisis.
Even the german economy has been infected. In august, german
business conﬁdence made its steepest monthly drop since the aftermath of the lehman brothers collapse in late 2008. although, at
this moment, a double dip recession is unlikely, the economic turbulences and uncertainties about the future have reached company
headquarters. at the same time, politicians, society and shareholders
expect organizations to meet standards of social, environmental and
economic performance. These governance pressures and regulative
initiatives are mainly addressing multinational corporations. The interesting question is: What does this development mean to small
and medium-size companies? How can they positively respond to
issues of sustainability?
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SUCCESS FaCTOrS IN SUSTaINablE MaNagEMENT:
The implemenTaTion
It is important to identify criteria and factors of sustainable management which are of particular relevance to success and make
a large contribution to value added. There are enterprises that
perceive sustainability as more than just taking defensive or reactive measures and seek to harness the economic potential of
sustainability issues, for example for new products or markets.
These companies often integrate sustainable management at a
deeper level. They establish sustainability as part of their overall corporate strategy, harness the potential for value added and
mainstream it into business operations.
For these “drivers”, accounting for aspects of sustainability is
something they take for granted. The deﬁnitions and terms are
aligned with the requirements of the organization and are geared
to practice.
In drivers, integrating sustainability aspects into corporate behavior culminates in a high level of credibility amongst personnel,
shareholders, suppliers and clients. This dialog with the corporate
setting is a very effective instrument for minimizing risk.
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THEME MENTOrINg: The role oF eXTernal consulTanTs
SUSTaINabIlITY DrIVErS:
Systematic integration of sustainability agenda into strategic
and operational decisions and management processes
Consequent implementation leading to speciﬁc programs and
measures in core business
Clear and open communication of strategic objectives
Management must demonstrate high level of commitment

In the strategy development process experienced external experts
can offer their unbiased support. Together with the management,
these consultants guide the identiﬁed, decisive topics and challenges throughout the whole strategy development process. They channel external know-how directly into the in-house decision-making
process while guaranteeing a permanent and direct feedback from
outside. Their professional approach is focused on one goal: To make
sustainability a compulsory yardstick in managerial and business
decisions.

Focus of sustainable management placed on safeguarding longterm competitiveness
Integration in
overall strategy

active dialog with interest groups from the external corporate
setting
Integrating sustainability as a binding factor in the overall strategy of an organization is essential for harnessing the opportunities afforded by sustainable management. To secure its long-term
competitiveness, an enterprise must be embedded in its respective
local, national, and international setting. In particular, it is crucial
to recognize and understand any important changes and trends in
the company’s external setting (e.g. climate change, demographic
trends, changes in energy policy) and to integrate them into business operations.
Due to the broad range of sustainability aspects, it is important to
set priorities by gearing activities to the company’s core business.
For the management, this makes heavy demands on setting the focus and priorities.
Hence, an essential success factor is concentration on a few strategically important corporate issues, not addressing as many sustainability themes as possible.
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In many cases, sustainability challenges are already affecting shortterm ﬁnancial performance. but the best companies can see beyond
this to the ‘leadership’ case, where they actively set out to lay the
foundations for a sustainable business context by aligning the drivers of business success with the needs of society. In this way they
can create more ‘win-wins’ where sustainability and proﬁtability go
hand in hand.

SUSTaINablE MaNagEMENT FOr THE FUTUrE: mFB case sTudies
For many generations, small and medium-size companies are aware that their businesses can make and save money by adopting the core
sustainability practices of thrift, efﬁciency and reliability. These mostly family-owned enterprises understand that managing and properly
valuing our natural resources is every bit as important as managing budgets and bottom lines. However, like big corporate multinationals,
many SMEs can further enhance their public reputation by fully integrating sustainability aspects into their business strategy.
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Sustainability in practice: MFb case studies show how sustainability can enable the business to succeed:
1. an in-house training lab was regrouped into an “academy”. To
motivate and keep trainers, the academy opened its doors to external applicants with both promising and “difﬁcult” biographies.
The work with these young people helped the company to win
some extremely motivated apprentices.
2. a highly innovative mid-size engineering enterprise had to ﬁght
the disadvantage of its rather rural company location. although a
leader in its speciﬁc ﬁeld of products and services, qualiﬁed applicants were reluctant because of the region’s poor school infrastructure.
The solution: Together with the county administration, the company initiated and co-ﬁnanced a private high school. The curriculum explicitly encourages students to advance their science and
computer skills. a tailored part-time trainee program for senior
students helps to introduce promising talents to the innovative
company culture.

3. Outsourcing with positive effects: Instead of investing into a new
machine, a well-established producer of advertising specialties delegated the packaging to a sheltered workshop. This decision documented the company’s social responsibility and enhanced its positive image and reputation. Moreover, the outsourcing also created
tangible returns: The company successfully initiated an alternative
investment in a promising new, untapped market.
4. Innovation through employee motivation: a mid-size manufacturer of modular ﬂooring initiated an incentive program aimed to
bring up ideas how to eliminate any negative impact the company
may have on the environment. The project “Mission 2020” inspired
a team of workers to initiate the construction of a special machine.
The result: The manufacturer has achieved a 60 % reduction in waste sent to landﬁll and total energy input has been reduced by 30 %.
The ﬁnancial beneﬁts are impressing: The successful engagement of
employees has resulted in cumulative avoided waste and energy
costs of more than € 2 million annually.
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